**Location:** Faneuil Hall, Great Hall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Date Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This memorial at Fort Warren to thirteen Confederate soldiers who died at the Civil War POW camp there was put up in 1963 by the Boston chapter of the Daughters of the Confederacy. The Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation which manages the site on Georges Island in Boston Harbor is deciding what to do with it. What is your recommendation?</td>
<td>removed end Sept, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I feel like I would have to know more to weigh in properly.

Stop trying to rewrite history. Leave it alone.

Leave it alone. IT IS HISTORY!!!

Leave it alone!!!

Don't change it!!

Leave it alone.

From the Ohio Society Daughters of the American Revolution-- KEEP OUR HISTORY FOREVER! Only through history do we learn and grow as a strong nation!

Don't change it!!

Leave it there. We must know history in order to not repeat it. God Bless America and all Americans. We live free to voice our opinions.

Don't be childish? Leave them alone. R.I.P_.

History is history! If we don't remember the bad, we are doomed to repeat it!

History is a part of us. It teaches us how not to relive it and how to make life better for all! leave it up for the future to learn!

Leave it alone!

Our past history makes us what we are and who we are today. We cannot change it and we should not forget it.

Keep our history the good + the bad.
Sharing Authority in a Divided World:
Visitor Engagement Walls at Boston National Historical

Location: Faneuil Hall Education

This memorial at Fort Warren to thirteen Confederate soldiers who died at the Civil War POW camp there was put up in 1863 by the Boston chapter of the Daughters of the Confederacy. The Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation which manages the site on Georges Island in Boston Harbor is deciding what to do with it. What is your recommendation?

Answer:

Remove it! It was put up in the civil rights era as a symbol of white supremacy. There are more appropriate ways of presenting the information found on this granite slab.

Expunge all memory of the rebels.

Pass it over to the 54th Massachusetts. It is a tiny corner of the ongoing story of manic petios and equality.

Keep it its history.

To erase history is to fail to learn from the mistakes of our ancestors. Preserve it in a museum so that future generations can learn of our country's past else we be doomed to repeat it.

Keep it where it is; allow the dead to lie in peace and allow us to remember both the good and bad in our country's past lest we forget it.

The fought for slavery they are mean people. The should be remembered as bad people.

Light it uppppppp!

This is a tough question. Answer-I Don't Know

Keep the memorial. If we forget we are doomed to relive the errors of our ancestors.

Keep it as there are just as many southern people who deserve to have their history displayed as northerners; you CANNOT judge the past by today's standards!

I don't feel that the history of racists and wrongdoers of this country should be glorified. There's a difference between statues of say George Washington and other presidents who have had an unsavoury past- because they aren't idealized because of it but rather their positive contributions to American history, as opposed to confederate statues which are born out of a need to erase certain identities. I think a time has come for us as Americans to publicly stand in solidarity with the people of color of this country who have contributed so much to it selflessly and yet have had to endure so much. My vote- take them down!!

Keep it—paired with a monument to the Americans who shipped out of here to the battlefields of the Civil War many of whom gave their lives for our country and

Keep it- it's a part of American history!!!!

Yes it would be nice. Also historical

Keep it because if we don't remind future generations of history. Wether it is American after all

Move it and preserve it in a museum to serve as a reminder of that period in this country's history.

Make sure the historical context and reasons behind the war are fully and accurately described and include lessons learned from history

I think that it should be taken down because it is no different from dieting on the battlefield

Contextualize it as a monument to traitors

keep it as it is

Keep it where it is

Keep it its history!!! DO NOT TOUCH

KEEP it is American history after all

But on fire we won the war!

Why were they traitors that were just carazy but I still think it is part of history so KEEP

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Ã¡!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Ã¡!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Cysch belive onch mielvert zionk mili and I said in nRT languge get keep it

They are taking history of America by taking down statues do you want us to not remember owner history but we should never to use owner past to "Make us great again " thing or very thing will go down!! Ryan SP junii

Keep it

It's a monument that should be in the south but it is nice to Remembe those soldiers but it should really be in the south

Make it anatiodfrwrf

I do not understand what confederate means

Because life 6'6"

Important history and shows honor to your enemy people who caught for their values even if today we are a union. Keep it and teach the children.

If it was erected in the 1800s that's one thing but it had nothing to do with the men who died and has everything to do with racist KKK supporting idiots from 100 years later... Remove it!